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This paper investigates the causes of the Soviet Great Famine, 1932–33, and documents
several new empirical facts. First, excess mortality was much higher in regions with a higher
share of ethnic Ukrainians, even outside of the Soviet Republic of Ukraine. Second, this
cannot be explained by differences in natural conditions, grain productivity, demographic
structure or urbanization. Third, in regions with a higher share of ethnic Ukrainians, Soviet
economic policies were implemented more zealously, which resulted in higher food procurement and famine mortality. Fourth, there is suggestive evidence that mortality was exacerbated by the presence of non-ethnic Ukrainian Communist Party bureaucrats. These and
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Soviet policies and the contribution of ethnic bias to famine mortality.
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Introduction

In the past century, more people perished from famine than from both World Wars combined
(Sen, 1981). In just two years, 1932 and 1933, an estimated 5.5 to 10.8 million individuals
died in the Soviet Great Famine.1 In terms of total deaths, this was the second worst famine in
the 20th century.2 An inextricable fact about the Soviet Great Famine is the variation in mortality rates across ethnic groups. Ethnic minorities such as Ukrainians and Kazakhs suffered
higher excess mortality rates than the Russian majority. Ethnic Ukrainians, the largest ethnic
minority in the Soviet Union, comprising 21% of the total 1926 population, contributed 30%
to 45% of total famine deaths.3 Thus, understanding the causes of disproportionately high
Ukrainian mortality is central to understanding the overall causes of the Soviet Famine.4
The causes of this famine, and particularly of the disproportionately high Ukrainian mortality, which is often referred to as Holodomor, has been a subject of intense controversy.
While there is a consensus that state policy contributed to famine mortality, disagreement
persists about the extent of the state’s responsibility versus bad weather and ethnic discrimination in Soviet policies. Existing explanations can be broadly categorized into two groups.
The first blames Soviet economic policies, which together with bad weather reduced grain
1

Conquest (1986) estimates total famine deaths to be 7 million. Davies and Wheatcroft (2004) gives an
estimate of 5.5 to 6.5 million deaths. Ellman (2005) cites “’about eight and a half million’ victims of famine
and repression in 1930–33”. A leading Russian famine historian Victor Kondrashin gives a range between
5 and 7 million victims (Kondrashin, 2008). Russian historical demographers estimate 7.2 to 10.8 million
famine victims (Polyakov and Zhiromskaya, eds, 2000). In 2008, Russian State Duma postulated that within
the territories of the Volga Region, the Central Black Earth Region, Northern Caucasus, Ural, Crimea, Western
Siberia, Kazakhstan, Ukraine and Belarus, the estimated famine death toll is 7 million people (State Duma,
2008).
2
The Chinese Great Famine (1959–61) experienced higher total deaths, but lower mortality as a share of the
population.
3
There are no reliable comprehensive data on the ethnic composition of famine victims. For the Soviet
Republic of Ukraine (Ukrainian SSR), Meslé et al. (2013) estimates excess deaths to be 2.6 million, Rudnytskyi
et al. (2015) — 3.9 million. The most cited total famine death toll is 7 million (footnote 1). It is impossible to
tell how many of the famine victims were of Ukrainian ethnicity within and outside of the Ukrainian SSR. In the
Ukrainian SSR, 80% of the population were ethnic Ukrainian. To be conservative, assume that within Ukrainian
SSR famine victims were distributed among all ethnic groups proportionally to the group size, and that outside
Ukrainian SSR none of the famine victims were ethnic Ukrainian (this paper refutes both assumptions). Then,
ethnic Ukrainian deaths constitute 30% (0.8*2.6/7) to 45% (0.8*3.9/7) of the total famine deaths.
4
We will discuss other ethnic groups after presenting the main results about Ukrainians.
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production in 1931 and 1932, and caused over-procurement of food from the peasants. This
view implies that Ukrainians suffered disproportionately because they lived in places that
were unfortunately struck with weather shocks and/or in places that were more agriculturally productive, and thus subject to Soviet agricultural policies (e.g., Davies and Wheatcroft,
2004; Kondrashin, 2008).5 The second ascribes an intent of Soviet policy to target Ukrainians
in order to increase political and, perhaps, ethnic homogenization of the newly established
U.S.S.R. (e.g., Graziosi, 2004; Mace, 2004).6 Some go as far as to argue that the famine was
a genocide committed on the Ukrainian people.7
The main challenge in distinguishing between the two views was the limited availability
of disaggregated data for rigorous empirical analysis. Earlier studies rely on narrative and
descriptive evidence.
The primary goal of our study is to make progress in understanding the causes of the
Soviet Great Famine by unraveling the causes of the disproportionally high ethnic Ukrainian
mortality. We collect a vast amount of archival and published data to construct novel provinceand district-level panels on mortality, policy outcomes and natural conditions. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to construct such comprehensive and granular panel data for
the Soviet Union. These data allow us to conduct rigorous empirical analysis and distinguish
between the prevailing hypotheses by controlling for confounding factors and exploring a
rich set of heterogeneous treatment effects.
We begin our analysis with an exploration of the province-level panel, which covers almost the entire inter-war period (1922–1940) and the Soviet republics of Belarus, Ukraine
and almost all Russia. Our sample covers 84% of total Soviet population at the time and
5

Also see Kotkin (2017) and Wheatcroft (2017).
Also see, for example, Applebaum (2017), Ellman (2007), Rosefielde (2010) and Snyder (2010).
7
This interpretation is given as early as Lemkin (2014 based on the speech from 1953) and Conquest (1986).
Conquest concluded “it certainly appears that a charge of genocide lies against the Soviet Union for its actions in
the Ukraine”. In a 2003 letter to Wheatcroft and Davies, he retracted this view. However, the debate continued.
In 2006, the Ukrainian Parliament classified Holodomor as a genocide of Ukrainians. A number of countries,
including the United States, Poland, Mexico, and Latvia supported this controversial verdict.
6
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97% of the populations of Belarus, Russia, and Ukraine. We examine the effect of the ethnic Ukrainian population share on famine mortality by regressing provincial mortality rates
on pre-famine Ukrainian population share and its interaction with a famine period dummy
variable. The baseline regression controls for province fixed effects to account for all time
invariant differences across provinces (e.g., some provinces always have higher mortality
rates), year fixed effects to account for changes over time that affect all provinces similarly
(e.g., technological advances that affect mortality), and the urban population share and its
interaction with the famine period dummy variable to account for the urban favoritism of
famine-era Soviet food procurement policies. We find that famine mortality rates increase
with Ukrainian population share, which is consistent with the claim that ethnic Ukrainians
suffered more than the other Soviet ethnicities (in practice, other ethnicities comprise mostly
of ethnic Russians). This is true even if we exclude the Soviet Republic of Ukraine (Ukrainian
SSR) from our sample, which implies that ethnic delineations are more important than administrative ones for understanding famine mortality.
Moreover, we find that higher mortality rates in areas with a higher share of ethnic
Ukrainians were not due to an unhappy coincidence of bad weather in Ukrainian-populated
areas. The results are robust to controlling for weather-driven grain production. In fact, temperature and rainfall during the famine were similar to other years when there was no famine.
Thus, bad weather cannot explain excess Ukrainian famine mortality, and is unlikely to be an
important driver to the overall famine. Similarly, we show that the baseline result is robust to
controlling for a large number of proxies for political factors and economic policies (which
we discuss below), as well as officially reported grain production, local geography or demographic structure and their interaction with the famine year variable. These results imply that
Ukrainian famine mortality is not an artifact of pre-existing conditions or historical features
of the region which may have made them a target for Soviet policy. In other words, it was not
the case that Ukrainians happened to have resided in regions with conditions that contributed
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to the famine.
The next step is to investigate whether Soviet policies drove higher mortality in areas with
higher share of Ukrainians during the famine. To do this, we estimate heterogeneous treatment effects of the Ukrainian population share and proxies for political factors and economic
policies (i.e., the triple interaction effects of Ukrainian population share, the famine year
dummy variable and proxy variables). We find strong evidence of heterogeneous effects. The
positive association between Ukrainian population share and famine mortality was higher in
regions which had a higher Bolshevik vote share in 1917 (the last free elections before the
establishment of the communist dictatorship), more rural communists (who procured food),
and sent more delegates to the 1930 Party Congress to vote on forcing collectivization (a measure of commitment to Stalin and/or collectivization of the local Party elite). These results
are consistent with claims that Soviet economic policies more zealously targeted Ukrainians. Interestingly, the estimates for voting delegates show that the number of both ethnic and
non-ethnic Ukrainian delegates was associated with higher Ukrainian mortality. However,
the magnitude of the effect was larger for non-ethnic Ukrainian delegates. These results are
consistent with the belief that there were no formal ethnic divisions within the Communist
Party, but also suggest that non-Ukrainian bureaucrats in Ukrainian regions may have been
more relentless in enforcing Stalinist policies in the face of the famine.
To delve further into the mechanisms, we repeat these heterogeneous estimates with additional dependent variables which reflect various aspects of Soviet economic policies: collectivization, tractor horsepower (a proxy for mechanization), grain production and grain
procurement. We find that places with higher Ukrainian population share experienced higher
rates of collectivization, had less mechanization and suffered higher food procurement. This
is consistent with the view that collectivization and the over-procurement of food from peasants were important contributors to famine mortality. The results are also consistent with
the view that while Stalinist policies contributing to mortality (collectivization, procurement)
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were implemented more forcefully on Ukrainians, potentially beneficial resources (mechanization) were diverted away from Ukrainians.
We also construct a district-level panel data set. These data include fewer variables and
just two years, 1928 and 1933, but the increased granularity allows us to provide several
additional pieces of evidence. First, we show that the baseline result of excess Ukrainian
mortality during the famine is true at the district level, even when we add province-year fixed
effects. This is consistent with the conventional wisdom that Soviet policies were centrally
planned and implemented top-down — e.g., if collectivization or procurement targets were
partly based on Ukrainian population share, we should expect to see similar associations
across large administrative units and across smaller ones within the large units. Second, we
find that the distance to large cities is negatively associated with famine mortality for Ukrainians (relative to other ethnicities). This is consistent with the fact that the state bureaucracy
was based out of urban areas. Thus, distance from the enforcers of Stalinist policies reduced Ukrainian famine mortality. Finally, we document the presence of a discrete increase
in famine mortality when one crosses the border from the Russia to Ukraine, and that this
increase dissipates if we control for district-level ethnic Ukrainian share. The results reinforce the importance of ethnicity (as opposed to administrative borders) for understanding
Ukrainian famine mortality.
Finally, we conduct two supplementary exercises. First, we examine famine mortality
for other ethnic groups in our data. We find evidence consistent with ethnic bias against
other groups, but also that the bias may be driven by different policy mechanisms than for
Ukrainians (see Section 5 for a more detailed discussion). Second, for comparison, we document that Ukrainian population share was uncorrelated with famine mortality in 1892 (the
last large documented famine under the Tsarist regime). Thus, the Soviet-era findings are unlikely to be due to ethnic-specific characteristics which cause higher mortality during famines
(e.g., differences in genetics, social behavior or cultural practices).

5

To the best of our knowledge, our study is the most systematic and rigorous empirical
analysis of the causes of the Soviet Great Famine. The findings support the view that the
disproportionately high Ukrainian famine mortality was a result of systematic bias in Soviet
policy which targeted ethnic Ukrainians throughout the Soviet Union. Given the large share
of famine deaths that comprised of Ukrainians, it follows that ethnic bias was an important
contributor to the overall Soviet Famine.
In addition to the studies of the Soviet Famine discussed earlier, these findings are related
to several literatures in economics. The first are studies of the causes of famine, which have
examined contexts such as China (e.g., Meng et al., 2015), India (e.g., Sen, 1981), and Ireland
(e.g., Ó Gráda, 1999).8 We add to these by documenting a new mechanism, ethnic bias, in a
new context, the Soviet Union. Interpreted through the lens of the food availability framework
laid out by Sen (1981), ethnicity is simply another factor for, or dimension of, inequitable
distribution.
Our findings help to better understand the consequences of Soviet economic policies,
which constituted one of the largest political-economic experiments in the 20th century, if not
of all human history. We complement macro calibrations of Soviet industrialization policies
by Allen (2003) and Cheremukhin et al. (2017).9 In examining the famine, we are most
closely related to Naumenko (forthcoming), which documents a positive association between
collectivization and famine mortality in a cross-section of districts of the Ukrainian SSR.
More generally, the results are related to the political economy literature on ethnic conflict
(Padró i Miquel, 2007; Chassang and Padró i Miquel, 2009).10 Our context is most closely
related to studies of mass killings. The findings in our paper are directly in line with the
theoretical predictions for mass killings and genocide from Esteban et al. (2015). The fact
that these events unfolded only a decade after the USSR was established in 1922 and when
8

See Ó Gráda (2009) and Alfani and Ó Gráda, eds (2017) for an overview.
Note that Cheremukhin et al. (2017) does not take into account human costs of Stalin’s great leap forward.
10
Also, see Blattman and Miguel (2010) for an overview of the Civil War literature.
9
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Stalin was still solidifying power is consistent with the view that ethnic homogenization is
complementary to nation building (Alesina and Reich, 2015).11 In examining UkrainianRussian friction, our study is related to the recent study by Korovkin and Makarin (2019),
which documents the differential response of ethnic-Ukrainian- and ethnic-Russian-led firms
in Ukraine to the current conflict between Russia and Ukraine.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the historical background.
Section 3 presents the main province-level analysis. Section 4 presents the district-level
analysis. Section 5 presents additional results for other ethnicities and the Tsarist famine.
Section 6 concludes.

2

Background

This section provides a brief discussion of the chronology of the famine and the policies on
the eve of the famine.

2.1

The Chronology of the Famine

The first news of possible famine began to circulate during the harvest of 1931. According
to the official estimates, production was 17% lower than the previous year.12 News of famine
traveled to Moscow, but instead of relaxing the policies that were believed to have caused it,
the government intensified them: it increased grain procurement targets by 20%, from 22.1
million tons in 1930 to 26.6 million in 1931 (Wheatcroft, 2001). In the meantime, starving
peasants often consumed seed stock. The lack of seed stock and weakened labor force contributed to lowering production in 1932, when procurement initially remained high. When
11
Ou and Xiong (2018) documents how the Chinese government used radio to linguistically homogenize the
new Chinese state and promote the Cultural Revolution (1966—76). Cantoni et al. (2017) documents how the
Chinese government uses high school textbooks to affect ideology in the late 1990s.
12
Davies and Wheatcroft (2004) Table 1 reports the official 1930 harvest estimate to be 83.5 million tons, and
the official 1931 harvest estimates to be 69.5 million tons.
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the famine became apparent, procurement was slightly lowered. The famine was exacerbated
by the huge drop in the livestock that occurred during the peak of forced collectivization in
1930, a traditional buffer saved and consumed by peasants in times of extremely low harvest.
Deaths from starvation began to increase at the end of 1932 and peaked in the winter and
spring of 1933. National mortality rates returned to trend in 1934, although some places took
longer to recover. Thus, the famine is typically defined to occur from 1932 to 1933. The
Soviet government did not acknowledge the famine until late 1980s.

2.2

Basic Facts

Officially reported total per capita grain output in 1931 and 1932 was 1.2 kilograms per
person per day, slightly below the output in non-famine years. The famine affected most
of the U.S.S.R., but mortality rates were notably higher in some regions than in others, and
higher in rural areas than in urban areas.
The Soviet government aimed to centralize food production and distribution. To do so, in
late 1929, it began the collectivization of agriculture. The goal was to remove private property
and to move peasants into large collective farms which were believed to be more productive
than small individual farms. Peasants did not want to give up their property for free and
resisted collectivization. They slaughtered, ate or simply neglected collectivized property.
Between 1929 and 1932, the number of horses declined by 42%, cattle by 40% (Viola, 1996,
p. 70). Wealthier, more productive peasants, or those actively resisting collectivization were
persecuted as kulaks. As a part of dekulakization campaign, about two million peasants were
exiled to Siberia and other remote areas, and about half a million perished (Viola, 2007).
Collective farmers worked in teams in the field. Food was produced and stored by the collective, and later delivered to state procurement officers. Procured food was to be distributed
to urban industrial population or exported. In principle, this meant setting production and
procurement targets for each region, leaving peasants with enough for subsistence. In prac8

tice, food was procured even if peasants were left with below subsistence amount of food.
There are many documents showing that Stalin advocated for over-procurement as a method
to discipline the peasants, whom he believed to intentionally understate their production capacity (Danilov et al., eds, 1999-2006; Davies and Wheatcroft, 2004). In principle, food left
after procurement was to be allocated between collective farm members proportionally to
their effort. However, in practice, payments per labor day were often close to zero. This undermined individual incentives. Initially, the state also aimed to remove all private holdings,
including small personal plots for potatoes in the peasants’ backyards.
Collectivization could have contributed to famine through several channels: reducing
grain production because of poor incentives or facilitating higher procurement because of
more state control over the harvest. We will study these two channels in our paper. Collectivization may have also reduced the traditional buffer savings of food, such as production
of potatoes and cattle-breeding, or deteriorated social networks by breaking traditional family/village units by forcing people to work in relatively artificial work teams and by removing
family and friends who resisted collectivization. Unfortunately, we do not have the data to
study these latter channels.

2.3

Ethnic Bias and Ukrainians

The accusation that the Soviet government targeted Ukrainians above and beyond Russians is
driven by several sources. First, aggregate mortality rates in Ukraine were much higher than
in Russia. Second, Ukraine, one of the most agriculturally productive regions, was among the
most resistant to collectivization. Third, Ukrainian nationalism had been a two-edged sword
for the Soviet government. On the one hand, many nationalists sided with the revolutionaries
to overthrow the Tsar in 1917, and many were moreover socialists. On the other hand, any
form of nationalism undermined the Bolshevik ideal of building socialism in one country
which had been an official goal since 1925. Concerns about national opposition to the regime
9

became stronger in the time of troubles.13
Historians offer little discussion of ethnic bias in early Soviet policies. Many historians
note that there is no explicit evidence that Stalin “ordered” the famine.14 But there are examples of ethnic tensions and allegiances, as well as evidence that Stalin was well-aware of these
and utilized them for central governance. For example, he was known to widely recruit members of ethnic minorities into his secret police (Gregory, 2009). In the context of the famine,
a good example is the protest from Ukrainian Party members and Stalin’s response. In 1931,
party members began to report food shortages to Stalin. As the famine intensified, they began asking Stalin to reduce procurement. In 1932, de-classified secret police reports to Stalin
indicated the resignations of ethnic Ukrainian Party leaders at all levels explaining that they
could not cooperate with the killing of so many Ukrainians. In response, Stalin sent special
commissions headed by his closest deputies, Vyacheslav Molotov and Lazar Kaganovich,
neither of whom were ethnic Ukrainian, to implement his policies in the Republic of Ukraine
and the North Caucasus, two key grain producing regions where the bulk of ethnic Ukrainians
lived. We will later explore the extent to which such ethnic allegiances played a role.
13

A classified decree of the Central Committee of the Communist party and the Soviet government from
December 14, 1932, that is, issued in the middle of the famine, illustrates this point: “... frivolous, not arising
from the cultural interests of the population, not Bolshevik ’Ukrainization’ of almost half of the regions of
the North Caucasus, in the complete absence of control over the Ukrainization of schools and the press by
the regional authorities, gave legal form to the enemies of the Soviet government to organize resistance to the
activities and tasks of the Soviet government by the kulaks, officers, re-emigrant-Cossacks, members of the
Kuban Rada, etc.” (Danilov et al., eds, 1999-2006Vol. 3, Document 226).
14
E.g. Kotkin (2017) notices that, in contrast to the 1933 famine, there is plenty of direct evidence demonstrating Stalin’s intent for other killings such as during the Great Purge.
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3

Main Results

3.1

Data

The data we use come from archival and published sources, Appendix C gives the exact
source of every variable.15 We construct two main datasets: a more aggregated but long and
detailed panel of provinces and a much less aggregated but short and less detailed panel of
districts. Here we describe the panel of provinces; we discuss the district data later when they
become relevant.
At the province level, we collect data on mortality, grain production and procurement,
collectivization, tractors, livestock, weather, indicators of political development and other local characteristics. From 1922 to 1940, there were ongoing administrative reforms that led to
multiple changes in administrative borders. We convert all our variables to 1932 provincial
units because grain procurement figures are reported for these administrative units (in particular, the Soviet Republic of Ukraine stands for one province in our panel). We construct
a panel of nineteen provinces spanning the republics of Belarus, Ukraine, and most of Russia, and the years of 1922 to 1940. Altogether, our provinces cover 84% of the 1926 Soviet
population, and 88% of the 1928 Soviet grain production; Figure 1a maps the provinces in
our sample, omitted regions are in white.16 An average province in our panel has 6.5 million
people in 1926.
Our main variable of interest, population ethnic composition, comes from the 1926 Soviet
census, which is commonly viewed as one of the best Soviet censuses and a reliable source
15

We primarily worked in three archives: State Archive of the Russian Federation (Russian: Gosudarstvennyy
Arkhiv Rossiyskoy Federatsii, GARF), Russian State Archive of the Economy (Rossiyskiy Gosudarstvennyy
Arkhiv Ekonomiki, RGAE), and Russian State Archive of Socio-Political History (Rossiyskiy Gosudarstvennyy
Arkhiv Sotsial’no-Politicheskoy Istorii, RGASPI). We also use a wide range of official statistical publications
from the 1920s and 1930s.
16
The only Russian regions not covered by our panel are Far East, Yakutia, and the republics of North Caucasus. They were small in terms of population and grain output share. For these regions, and for the Soviet
territories outside of Belarus, Russia, and Ukraine, there are no reliable mortality data until mid-1930s. In
particular, our data do not include Kazakhstan with total estimated famine deaths between 1 and 2 million
(Kondrashin, 2008).
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of information (Andreev et al., 1998). We also use data on the distribution of population by
mother tongue from the 1897 and 1926 population censuses. Note that the 1897 census is the
only census conducted before the establishment of the communist regime in 1917. Appendix
Table A.1 lists ethnic groups most often mentioned in the famine literature. Russians were
the ethnic majority and constituted 53% of the 1926 Soviet population; Ukrainians were by
far the largest ethnic minority, they constituted 21% of the Soviet population. The secondlargest ethnic minority, Belorussians, were just 3% of the population. According to the 1926
population census, in Ukraine, ethnic Ukrainians comprised 23.2 out of 29.2 million citizens,
and an additional 5.6 million ethnic Ukrainians lived outside of Ukraine. Appendix Figure
A.1 shows the distribution of ethnic Russians, Ukrainians and of other ethnic groups on the
map.
Figure 2a plots mortality rates, that is, the number of deaths divided by population, in our
sample from 1900 to 1990.17 Figure 2b zooms in at the period from 1923 to 1940. Mortality
declines over time, with spikes in 1910, 1932–1933 and 1947. These spikes correspond
to the 1910 cholera epidemic, and the 1932–1933 and 1947 famines (Ellman, 2000; Davis,
2018). The largest spike in mortality is the 1932–1933 famine that we study. Average famine
mortality rates in our sample are almost 60 per 1,000. Already mentioned Figure 1a maps
excess mortality in 1933, the year with the highest famine mortality, for the provinces in our
sample.18 There is a significant geographic variation: Ukraine and the southern provinces of
Russia appear to suffer much more than the northern or eastern provinces.
It is important to briefly discuss the reliability of the historical data. The raw data used to
generate the province-level tabulations were official reports, sent upwards through the different levels of government. With few exceptions, they were meant exclusively for internal use
and are not known to have ever been systematically manipulated by the central government.
17

No reliable mortality data are available for the periods of 1916–1922 (World War I, the Civil War, and the
1921–1922 famine) and 1941–45 (World War II).
18
We calculate 1933 excess mortality as mortality in 1933 minus mortality in 1928. Note that we only use
this calculation for illustration.
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The government used various cross-check procedures to avoid manipulation at lower levels
of government. One important exception is aggregate grain production. Grain production
was viewed as one of the key and public indicators for Soviet economic health — i.e., the
success of the new Bolshevik regime. As such, it was controversial and there exists much
debate about whether reported aggregate grain production was higher or lower than actual
production (e.g., Wheatcroft and Davies, 1994, 2004). For our study, it is important to note
that all of the discussions of falsification have focused on aggregate (i.e., national) production
and there have been no claims that misreporting was correlated with ethnic composition at
disaggregated levels of government. Nevertheless, our analysis will carefully keep the possibility of mis-reporting in mind. Reported grain production will not be central to our analysis.
When we use it as a control variable, we will also show that the results are similar if we
control for grain production that is predicted by natural conditions.

3.2

Baseline Estimates

Because food produced in a given year is largely used to feed the population for the next
calendar year, we model mortality rates as a function of food produced in the previous year.
The baseline equation is:

mortalityit+1 = α + βU krainiani × F aminet + ΓX it + γi + δt + εit ,

(1)

Where mortality rate for province i in year t+1 is a function of: the interaction of the share
of Ukrainians in the rural population as reported by the 1926 Population Census, U krainiani ,
and a dummy variable that equals one if it is the year of the famine, F aminet ; province fixed
effects, γi ; and year fixed effects δ t . In the baseline, the additional controls, Xit , include
the share of the urban population and its interaction with the famine dummy variable. This
accounts for the fact that the policies related to the famine (agricultural production, food
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distribution) were very different between urban and rural areas.19 Our baseline defines the
famine dummy to take a value of one in 1932, because 1933 was the year with the highest
mortality rates when the famine became apparent in all regions. We estimate robust standard
errors to account for heteroskedasticity.
Table 1 column (1) presents the baseline estimate. The interaction of Ukrainian population share and the famine dummy is 0.051 and statistically significant at the 1% level. Taken
literally, this means that in a province comprised of 100% ethnic Ukrainians, famine mortality rates would have been higher than in a province with no Ukrainians by 51 per 1,000
individuals. To assess the magnitude of the result, the bottom of the table shows that the
standard deviation in 1933 mortality rates in our sample is 0.013 and the standard deviation
in Ukrainian population share is 0.216. Thus, during the famine, increasing Ukrainian population share by one standard deviation would result in a 0.828 standard deviation increase in
mortality. This is a large effect.
The coefficient for urban population share shows that, on average, more urbanized provinces
have lower mortality rates. The interaction of urban population share and the famine dummy
variable is statistically zero. This implies that on average more urbanized areas did not suffer
systematically different famine mortality rates than less urbanized areas.
To observe the timing of differential Ukrainian mortality, we estimate an equation similar
to the baseline, except that we interact Ukrainian population share with dummy variables for
all years instead of only 1932. Each interaction coefficient with year t reflects the mortality
difference in year t + 1 between regions with higher Ukrainian population share and regions
with lower Ukrainian population share (relative to the mortality difference in the reference
year, 1923). Figure 3a shows a striking pattern. Prior to the famine, from 1924 to 1931,
there was no large difference in mortality rates across regions. However, regions with a
19

The baseline uses a time-varying urbanization variable measured at the province and year level. The results
are similar if we control for urbanization reported by the 1926 Census interacted with the famine dummy. These
results are available upon request.
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higher share of Ukrainians began to experience higher mortality in 1932 (approximately 10
more deaths per 1,000 individuals) and this difference peaked in 1933 (approximately 50
more deaths per 1,000 individuals). This pattern is consistent with historical evidence that
there was a small famine after the harvest of 1931, which was greatly exacerbated after the
harvest of 1932. Afterwards, from 1934 to 1940, regions with higher share of Ukrainians had
mortality rates similar to other regions. This could be because Soviet agricultural policies
were relaxed after the famine or because of positive selection for survival (e.g., if the weakest
had perished during the famine, then the surviving population will have lower mortality rates
than otherwise).
Given that there was a moderate rise in mortality already in 1932 and a spike in 1933,
Table 1 column (2) re-estimates the baseline equation using an alternative definition of the
famine dummy, equal to one in 1931 and 1932. The coefficient is smaller in magnitude than
the baseline, but still positive and statistically significant at the 1% level. Henceforth, we will
use the 1932 definition of famine and focus on its effect on mortality in 1933.
The baseline uses Ukrainian share in the rural population because the famine was driven
by agricultural policies targeted at the rural population. Columns (3), (4), (5) and (6) show
that our results, in terms of standard deviations, are nearly identical if we alternatively use
the urban share or total share of Ukrainians, or the share of people whose mother tongue is
Ukrainian according to the 1926 or 1897 Population Censuses. This is not surprising since
the five measures of Ukrainians population share — rural, total, urban, by mother tongue
in 1926, by mother tongue in 1897 — are highly correlated across provinces. Note that the
point estimate for urban Ukrainian share in column (4) is larger because Ukrainian population
share in the urban areas is smaller than that in the rural areas or the province total, making the
estimated level effect on mortality larger. Henceforth, we will use the 1926 rural Ukrainian
population share as the explanatory variable.
In column (7), we exclude the the Ukrainian SSR, where 78% of all Ukrainians in our
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sample reside. The Ukrainian interaction coefficient is 0.072 and statistically significant at
the 1% level, although, the standardized effect is slightly smaller, 0.704, than in the full
sample, 0.828. This means that the baseline results are not driven by a comparison of differences between the Ukrainian SSR and other republics. Instead, they reflect systematic higher
mortality rates for regions with a higher share of ethnic Ukrainians.
In column (8), we control for the population gender ratio and the share of individuals
aged ten and younger (as reported by the 1926 population census), each interacted with the
famine indicator. These controls are motivated by the observation that young children were
more likely to perish during the famine, and the possibility that men and women may have
experienced different famine mortality. The Ukrainian interaction coefficient is 0.050 and significant at the 1% level. Thus, higher famine mortality in areas with more ethnic Ukrainians
is not driven by the difference in the demographic composition between Ukrainian-populated
regions and other regions.20
In column (9), we control for officially reported per capita grain production and its interaction with the famine indicator. The Ukrainian interaction coefficient is 0.047, nearly
identical to the baseline, and statistically significant at the 1% level. This means that even after controlling for how much grain was produced in 1932, Ukrainians still died more during
the famine. This implies that the Soviet government procured a higher share from regions
with a higher share of Ukrainians. Later, we will examine procurement directly.

3.3

Weather

Next, we examine the role of natural conditions — weather — in causing high Ukrainian
famine mortality. We use monthly temperature and precipitation data from Matsuura and
Willmott (2014) together with province-level grain production for years prior to the estab20
Our results are also robust to a large number of other demographic controls: e.g., share of the elderly,
age-by-gender controls, etc. The estimates are available upon request.
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lishment of the Soviet Union, 1901 to 1915, to predict weather-driven production during
our sample of interest.21 We control for predicted grain and its interaction with the famine
dummy in column (10). The estimates for Ukrainians do not change with these additional
controls. Thus, higher mortality in the regions with a larger share of ethnic Ukrainians cannot be explained by abnormal weather in these regions in 1932.22 Moreover, in column (11)
we control for province latitude interacted with the famine indicator, longitude interacted
with the famine indicator, and latitude interacted with longitude and with the famine indicator. The Ukrainian coefficient is 0.045 and significant at the 1% level. Taken literally, this
means that for two provinces located at the same latitude and longitude, the one with more
ethnic Ukrainians experienced significantly higher famine mortality.

3.4

Controlling for Political Factors

Table 2 controls for political factors that are widely believed to have contributed to the famine
and their interactions with the famine year dummy. Column (1) restates the baseline for
comparison. Column (2) controls for per capita grain production in 1928 because of the
widespread belief that Soviet agricultural policy targeted the most productive areas. 1928 was
the beginning of the first Five Year Plan and therefore a common reference for Soviet planning
(e.g. see Wheatcroft, 2001). Column (3) further splits 1928 grain production into wheat, rye,
and other grain since they may have varied in importance for state procurement. Wheat was
the most domestically and internationally traded staple crop. Rye, on the other hand, was the
main grain that peasants sowed for self consumption. Column (4) examines proxies for the
population’s commitment and/or loyalty to the Bolsheviks with vote shares from the 1917
Constituency Assembly election. This was a universal election, the first since the toppling of
the Tsar and the last one before the seventy-year Bolshevik rule. Approximately 60% of the
21

See the Appendix A for more discussion of the prediction.
Appendix Figure A.4 plots demeaned average seasonal temperature and precipitation over time and shows
that weather in an average province during the famine was similar to other years, when there were no famines.
22
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population turned out.23 Column (5) controls for the urban and rural number of Communist
Party Members (averaged over 1922, 1927 and 1931) per one thousand individuals in each
province. Party members were key motivators and enforcers of state policy, and we interpret
this measure as a proxy for state capacity. Urban and rural communists were both parts of
the state bureaucracy, but played very different roles during the famine. We will discuss
this more in the next section. Column (6) controls for the number of Party secretaries (at
the province, district, city and, if the city was large, the borough level) who attended the
1930 Party Congress to vote formally for the policy of comprehensive collectivization. Since
the Congress was manipulated such that all delegates voted in the affirmative, the number
of voting delegates can be interpreted as a proxy for loyalty to Stalin or commitment to
agricultural collectivization. In column (7), we control for grain production in 1928 and
all of the political factors together, each interacted with the famine dummy variable. Our
main interaction coefficient for Ukrainians is very robust and always similar to the baseline
in column (1). These results mean that higher mortality in areas with higher share of ethnic
Ukrainians is not due to a coincidence of the presence of political factors or higher 1928 grain
production and the Ukrainian population.
We note that all interactions with the one exception of 1928 wheat production are statistically insignificant. The positive and statistically significant wheat coefficient fit the historical
narrative that Soviet agricultural policies targeted wheat-producing areas more, which led to
higher procurement and correspondingly higher mortality. We postpone the discussion of the
other political variables to the section on heterogeneous results, where we demonstrate that
these average effects mask meaningful heterogeneity.
23

We follow Castañeda Dower and Markevich (2020) and use disaggregated district-level data on votes for
the Bolsheviks from Protasov et al. (2014). See the Data Appendix for details.
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3.5

Heterogeneous Effects

Another way of asking whether Ukrainians were differentially treated by Soviet policies is to
examine the heterogeneous effects of the political variables we examined in Section 3.4 for
the Ukrainian population share. Table 3 estimates the fully saturated triple interaction specification of these policy variables on mortality. The double interactions capture the effects of
the policy proxy on excess famine mortality rates in a province with no Ukrainians in rural
areas. The triple interaction captures the effect of the policy on excess famine mortality rates
in a province that is 100% Ukrainian relative to a province with no Ukrainians (in rural areas).
The interaction of Ukrainian population share and the famine dummy variables is not meaningful in this table since it captures excess mortality rates for Ukrainians in provinces where
the political variables of interest have a value of zero. In these estimates, we also control for
the triple interaction of urbanization, Ukrainian population and famine share to account for
the possible correlation between urbanization and the political variables.
Column (1) shows that regions which were agriculturally productive in 1928 suffered
higher mortality rates during the famine, but only if there were Ukrainians in the region.
This implies that the agricultural policy bias towards productive areas existed only in the
regions with Ukrainians. Moreover, the negative and statistically significant coefficient on
the interaction of the share of Ukrainians with famine dummy suggests that, in a hypothetical
region with no grain production (and accordingly no room for collectivization policy), a
higher share of Ukrainians would decrease mortality.
Columns (2) conducts a similar analysis with Bolshevik vote share in the 1917 election. In
places with no Ukrainians, higher Bolshevik vote share is negatively correlated with famine
mortality. However, the large positive triple interaction coefficient indicates that Bolshevik
vote share is positively associated with mortality for regions with a high Ukrainian population
share. If Stalin viewed Ukrainians as disloyal and Bolshevik vote share proxies for Stalinist
administrative capacity, these results are consistent with the Stalinist practice of rewarding
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loyal populations and penalizing disloyal ethnicities, which was openly realized in the late
1930s and mid 1940s (Polyan, 2001).
Column (3) examines the number of Communist Party members per capita in the years
prior to the famine, which reflects the state capacity of the central government in each region. We divide communists into rural and urban communists because they were responsible
for implementing different policies. Rural communists were tasked with procurement, while
urban communists were tasked with distributing the procured food to urban population and
mitigating the consequences of famine when they spilled over to urban areas.24 Rural communists increase mortality only in areas with many Ukrainians. Similarly, urban communists
moderate famine mortality in areas populated by Ukrainians but not in the other regions. The
latter may be an artifact of the fact that mortality rates were much lower in the other regions
of our sample (and thus required less mitigation).
Column (4) examines the effect of the presence of Party Secretaries, who participated in
the 1930 Party Congress and voted for collectivization, in a province. The triple coefficient
is positive and statistically significant at the 1% level, and the double coefficient is close to
zero and not significant. The estimates imply that political commitment of the bureaucratic
leadership increased famine mortality, but only in regions with Ukrainians.
Next, we investigate the notion that Stalin exploited ethnic differences of his lieutenants
to implement famine-era policies. We are able to identify the ethnicity of Party Secretaries
who were sent to the 1930 Party Congress to vote for collectivization. Upon arriving to the
Congress, each delegate had to fill a registration form which had a question on ethnicity, and
these forms are available in the former Soviet archives.25 This allows us to distinguish the
effects of having delegates who were Ukrainians themselves versus having delegates who
were of other ethnicities. In column (5), we add the triple interactions of each of the two new
24

For example, many famine refugees went to cities to beg for food. Urban government also set up orphanages
for abandoned children (Davies and Wheatcroft, 2004; Kondrashin, 2008).
25
See the Data Appendix.
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controls with Ukrainian population share and the famine dummy variable. Both triple interactions are positive and statistically significant, while the double interactions are statistically
zero. Moreover, the triple interactions for non-Ukrainian delegates are larger in magnitude
than for Ukrainian delegates. The difference between the two coefficients is almost statistically significant at the 10% level (p-value for equality of the coefficients is 0.13). We interpret
these results as suggestive evidence supporting the idea that there were ethnic differences in
how Party leaders, who had ostensibly similar ideologic commitment prior to the famine, responded to the crisis, with non-Ukrainians more zealously implementing the policies that led
to Ukrainian mortality and ethnic Ukrainian leaders relenting more to the reality of famine.
These results are also consistent with the view that Stalin often sent “outsiders” to govern to
counteract local loyalties and nationalism.26
Figure 4 shows the timing of the effects of these policies. When we estimate the triple and
double interactions dummy variables for all years, we find that the effect manifests during the
famine. This goes against concerns that the estimates are driven by spurious correlations.

3.6

Soviet Agricultural Policies

To dig deeper into the mechanism causing ethnic bias in famine mortality, we explore heterogeneity treatment effects for the implementation of Soviet economic policies, which affected
agricultural production and the amount of food retained in the countryside. For that, we examine collectivization, tractors supply, grain production and procurement share as dependent
variables. The triple interaction estimation is similar to our earlier analysis of mortality. We
estimate the same set of specifications as before with one exception. For brevity, we go directly to the specification that distinguishes ethnic Ukrainian and non-Ukrainian delegates.
As before, we are mostly interested in the double and triple interactions of the political variables we have examined earlier; the interaction of Ukrainian population share and the famine
26

See the Background Section.
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dummy is not meaningful in these additional specifications since it captures excess mortality
rates in Ukrainian provinces, where the political variable of interest has a value of zero.
Table 4 presents heterogenous treatment estimates for collectivization (the share of households in collective farms, columns 1 to 4) and the amount of tractor horsepower per capita
(columns 5 to 8), as dependent variables. Collectivization was a major policy tool to reform
the production of agricultural goods in the USSR. It was meant to boost food production
and government food procurement. One of the main methods for boosting production was
increased mechanization. Thus, we examine tractor horsepower as an indicator for mechanization. In columns (1)-(4), the estimates for collectivization vary slightly in precision, but
the signs of the estimates mirror those for mortality, which is consistent with collectivization
being a key contributor to famine mortality. Similarly, in columns (5)-(8), the signs are opposite of the estimates for mortality and collectivization. This implies that the same factors that
caused Ukrainian-regions to suffer higher mortality and more intense collectivization, also
caused these regions to receive less mechanization.27
In Table 5, the estimates present the examine per capita grain production and grain procurement share (the share of the harvest procured by the government) as dependent variables.
Given concerns in reported grain data, we interpret these results very cautiously as suggestive
evidence. The triple interaction effects for grain production are mostly statistically insignificant, which suggests that differential grain production does not play an obvious role in explaining excess Ukrainian mortality. The triple interaction effects for procurement share are
more precisely estimated. The signs are similar to the signs for the triple interaction estimates
for collectivization and mortality shown earlier. Thus, this suggestive evidence is consistent
27

An alternative explanation of mechanization results is that the Soviet government allocated tractors in such
a way that would compensate for a drop in the number of horses caused by collectivization policy (which had
ethnic bias). We explore this possibility in the Appendix Table A.4. In Section A, we replicate the specifications
from Table 4 Section B with the lagged number of work horses as an additional control. With a single exception,
the coefficients on interactions of political factors with the share of Ukrainians and the famine dummy lose their
statistical significance but all of them keep negative sign. When we use the number work horses as a dependent
variable (Section B), we get mostly imprecise but always negative estimates of coefficients on triple interactions.
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with the notion that excess procurement played an important role in causing famine mortality
in Ukrainian regions.

4

District-Level Analysis

The district-level panel comprises of two years: 1928 and 1933. All data are manually collected from the former Soviet archives. See the Data Appendix for more details.
There is substantial variation in famine mortality across districts, even those within the
same province. Figure 1b shows a map of excess mortality in 1933 for each district where
data are available. We define excess mortality as the difference between 1933 and 1928
mortality rates. The increased granularity allows us to provide several additional pieces of
evidence.
First, these data allow us to examine the claim that there was a strong border effect and
that the famine was notably more severe on the Ukrainian SSR side of the border between
Russia and Ukraine.28 Figure 5a plots 1933 excess mortality against the distance to the border
between Russia and Ukraine. It shows that there is a jump downwards at the border into Russia. However, this jump disappears once we control for urbanization and the rural population
share of ethnic Ukrainians. This can be seen in Figure 5b, which plots the residual mortality
against distance to the border. These results are consistent with our interpretation that the
Soviet policies which led to the famine targeted ethnic Ukrainians rather than the Ukrainian
SSR.
Table 6 column (1) first replicates the baseline specification from the province-level estimate.29 The interaction between Ukrainian population share and the famine dummy is 0.048
and statistically significant at the 1% level. In terms of magnitude, a one standard deviation
28

The government introduced a ban on migration from the Republic of Ukraine and from the North Caucasus
region in January 1933 (Danilov et al., eds, 1999-2006, Vol. 3).
29
Note that we use urbanization from 1926 and 1933 because urbanization is not available for 1928.
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increase of the local share of ethnic Ukrainians results in a 0.543 standard deviation increase
in mortality.
Column (2) includes province-year fixed effects. The results are very robust. This is
interesting given the numerous historical works which claim that the regional famine was
due to differences in the political preferences of provincial leaders. While our results do not
refute the potential importance of individual region leaders, the exhibition of similar patterns
at different levels of bureaucracy is consistent with the presence of a systematic and centrally
planned policy.
Next, we exploit the granularity of the data to investigate the relationship between distance to the railroad and to large cities. Railways were the major method of transportation
across long distances. Railways reduced the cost of procuring grain. They also reduced the
cost of going to urban areas or other regions to escape the famine. Similarly, distance to large
cities in principle could have opposing effects. Soviet policy aimed to secure the grain supply
for industrial populations, which meant that cities absorbed food from nearby rural regions.
It also meant that cities could provide safe harbors from starvation. We will estimate the net
of the opposing forces for each variable.
We gradually introduce the triple interactions of distance to the nearest railway station and
distance to the nearest large city (a city with population of 20,000 or more) with Ukrainian
population share and the famine dummy variable in columns (3) and (4). In column (5),
we control for both in the same specification. Note that we always estimate the fully saturated model with all of the lower order interaction terms, as well as the triple interaction of
urbanization, Ukrainian share and the famine dummy.
For brevity, we focus on the final column. It shows that distance to the railroad has
no effect on famine mortality anywhere. However, distance to a large city reduces famine
mortality. This is true everywhere, but the reduction is almost an order of a magnitude larger
in regions with a large Ukrainian population share. These results suggest that the advantage of
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facing less procurement outweighs the disadvantage of needing to travel further to escape the
famine. That the estimate is so much larger for districts with many Ukrainians is consistent
with the fact that Ukrainian districts were the ones targeted by procurement agents.
In addition to the results discussed in this section, we replicate most of the province-level
estimates with the district-level panel (to the extent that we have data at the district level).
They are presented in the Appendix Table A.5.

5

Additional Results

In this section, we return to using the province-level panel to explore potential ethnic bias in
famine mortality with respect to other ethnicities as well as in the context of the last documented large-scale famine of the Tsarist regime.

5.1

Other Ethnic Minorities

Conventional wisdom about the Soviet Famine postulates that Belorussians (3.2%), Kazakhs
(2.7%), Germans (0.8%) and Poles (0.5%) suffered higher mortality than Russians, while
ethnic Jews (1.8%), who mostly resided in urban areas, suffered lower mortality.30 Table 7
column (1) shows the baseline equation for with all ethnic groups as well as a residual group
of all other ethnicities (each interacted with the famine year dummy) in the same regression.
The omitted ethnic group is Russians. Regions with higher shares of Ukrainians, Belorussians and Germans suffer higher famine mortality relative to ethnic Russians. The magnitude
is the largest for the interaction with ethnic German share, although very imprecisely estimated. The areas with other ethnic groups suffered similar mortality as territories with ethnic
Russians.
Column (2) controls for weather-induced grain production and its interaction with the
30

Appendix Table A.1 lists the ethnicities most often mentioned in the famine literature.
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famine dummy. Column (3) controls for the proxies for political factors and economic policies that we used in our earlier analysis, each interacted with the famine dummy variable.
Column (4) includes the two sets of controls from columns (2) and (3) simultaneously. The
estimates for Ukrainians and Belorussians change little with these controls, which means that
the excess mortality rates for these minorities cannot be explained by bad luck – living in
areas hit by bad weather – or differences in the political factors prior to the famine. In other
words, famine mortality is biased towards these ethnic groups. We note that the coefficient
for Germans remains positive but becomes imprecisely estimated, while the coefficient for
Kazakhs becomes positive and highly statistically significant and the coefficient for Poles
becomes large, negative and statistically significant as we add controls.31
In the Appendix, we examine the mechanisms driving mortality rates in regions with
a high share of Belorussian, Germans and Kazakhs. The estimates suggest that the policy
mechanisms may be different for these groups than for Ukrainians. One significant limitation
for studying the Kazakh famine experience is that we do not have data on Kazakhstan, where
94% of Kazakhs resided at the time.32 It is beyond the scope of this paper to delve deeper into
the Belorussian or German famine experience. This is an important topic for future study.

5.2

The 1892 Famine

To understand whether ethnic bias in Ukrainian famine mortality is an outcome of Soviet
policy, or whether some ethnic groups always suffer higher mortality during famines (e.g.,
because of differences in social capital, networks or culture), we examine mortality rates
during the Tsarist famine of 1892 using province-level mortality data from 1885 to 1913.33
Table 8 replicates the baseline as closely as possible with the 1885–1913 data. For comparison, we present results in pairs for the Tsarist famine (Columns 1 to 4) and the Soviet famine
31

Note that the Polish population was very small and resided almost entirely in two provinces.
The government did not record mortality for Kazakhstan until 1935.
33
Volha Charnysh kindly shared 1885–1896 mortality data with us, Charnysh and McElroy (2020).
32
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(columns 5 to 8). Note that the sample for the former famine is larger because Russian Empire provinces (gubernias) were smaller than the subsequently created Soviet administrative
units.
We examine all of the ethnic groups we studied in the previous subsection (Ukrainians, Belorussians, Kazakhs, Germans, Poles, Jews and others, omitting Russians for comparison) by including a variable for each ethnic group population share interacted with the
famine dummy. All specifications control for urbanization and its interaction with the famine
dummy variable. To account for access to food during and outside famine periods, we add
grain output per capita and its interaction with the famine dummy in columns (2) and (5).
Alternatively, we control for grain yield (grain harvest per hectare per million people) and its
interaction with the famine year in columns (3), (4), (7) and (8). These additional controls
allow us to account for potential variation in labor inputs per unit of land since the degree of
physical exertion can influence mortality. In columns (4) and (8), we also include distance to
the national capital interacted with the famine period. The central government decided on the
amount of relief for starving areas, and this amount could depend on available information
about the scale of the disaster that was likely correlated with distance.
The main variable of interest, Ukrainian population share interacted with the famine
dummy, is statistically zero in all specifications for the Tsarist famine. In contrast, it is
positive, large in magnitude and statistically significant at the 1% for the Soviet Famine. This
implies that our main results are unlikely to be driven by time-invariant characteristics of ethnic Ukrainians. Instead, the results are consistent with the view that during the Soviet famine
higher mortality in Ukrainian regions was a result of Soviet-specific policies, and the earlier
evidence that Ukrainians experienced policies which led to famine, such as collectivization
and procurement, more intensely.
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5.3

Robustness to Historical Institutions and Cultural Differences

Another way to investigate whether our main results on excess Ukrainian mortality is driven
by differences in cultural practices or historical institution is to directly control for these
factors. One important historical institution in this context is the repartition commune. Living in one required cooperative behavior, and these communes were less widespread among
Ukrainians than among Russians. If the values of cooperation were transmitted intergenerationally, this difference could contribute to the difference in mortality between the two ethnicities. We collect data on the share of households in repartition communes from the 1905
land census. In addition, we also collect data on other potentially important variables such as
the shares of Catholics and Orthodox Christians (the two major religion groups in Ukraine)
from the 1897 census, the share of peasant land and the land Gini estimated from the 1905
land census. Appendix Table A.7 shows that our results are robust if we add interactions of
these variables with the famine dummy into the baseline specification.

6

Conclusion

The Soviet Great Famine has been one of the largest and most controversial economic disasters in recent history. Within just two years, between 5.5 and 10.8 million people died
throughout the nation and the ethnic Ukrainian population, the second largest ethnic group
in the Soviet Union, had been decimated. Without systematic data to rule out confounding factors or direct documentary evidence on the intent of the government, this tragedy has
unsurprisingly become a subject of heated debate. Our study contributes to this debate by
constructing the largest and most comprehensive dataset on mortality, economic policy and
natural conditions. The data allow us to conduct a rigorous empirical analysis that accounts
for multiple factors. The results suggest that Ukrainian mortality during the famine was due
to systematic ethnic bias in Soviet policy. It was not a coincidence of where Ukrainians
28

happened to live and abnormal weather conditions (or other exogenous factors).
These sorrowful findings suggest several avenues of future research. First, more research
is needed to reveal motives of ethnic bias in Soviet policy. Second, we need to better understand the causes of the excessively high famine mortality rates of other ethnic minorities, such
as the Belorussians, Germans and Kazakhs. Our precursory examination suggests that they
also suffered from ethnically biased Soviet policies, but the relevant policies and how they
transpired into famine are likely to be different than for the Ukrainians. Finally, the results
naturally raise the question about the political and economic consequences of the famine for
Ukraine, or, more generally, the Soviet Union and post-Soviet Eastern Europe. These are
only a few possibilities within a vast number of interesting and important inquiries. The recent availability of Soviet archival data will undoubtedly lead to a great improvement in the
breadth and depth of research in this fascinating context.
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Table 1: Ethnic Ukrainians and Famine Mortality

Table 2: Ethnic Ukrainians and Famine Mortality, Controlling for Political Factors
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Table 3: Heterogeneous Effects on Mortality
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Table 4: Heterogeneous Effects on Collectivization and Mechanization
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Table 5: Heterogeneous Effects on Grain Production and Procurement
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Table 6: Ethnic Ukrainians and Famine Mortality, District-level Estimates
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Table 7: Other Ethnic Groups and Famine Mortality
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Table 8: Ethnic Composition and the 1892 Famine Mortality
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Figure 1: Excess Mortality 1933
(a) Province-level

(b) District-level

Notes: Excess mortality 1933 is mortality in 1933 minus mortality in 1928. Source: See Appendix C.
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Figure 2: Mortality
(b) 1923–1940

(a) 1900–1990

Notes: Mortality is the total number of deaths per 1,000 individuals. Source: See Appendix C.

Figure 3: Ethnic Ukrainians and Famine Mortality
(a) Ukrainians × Year FE

(b) Year FE

Notes: The figures show regression coefficients with their 95% confidence intervals from regressing mortality
in year t + 1 on the rural share of ethnic Ukrainians interacted with year indicators, urbanization, urbanization
interacted with the famine indicator (that equals to one in 1932 and zero otherwise), year indicators (fixed
effects), and province fixed effects. The 1922 year indicator is omitted for comparison. The coefficients plotted
in figures (a) and (b) are estimated from one regression. Standard errors are robust to heteroskedasticity. Source:
See Appendix C.
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Figure 4: Heterogenous Effects
(a) Ukrainians × Grain 1928 × Year FE

(b) Ukrainians × Bolshevik votes 1917 × Year FE

(c) Ukrainians × Urban Communists × Year FE

(d) Ukrainians × Rural Communists × Year FE

(e) Ukrainians × Voting delegates 1930 × Year FE
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(f) Ukrainians × Voting Ukrainian delegates 1930 × (g) Ukrainians × Voting non-Ukrainian delegates 1930
Year FE
× Year FE
Notes: Figures (a), (b) and (e) plot coefficients and their 95% confidence intervals estimated from separate
regressions. Figures (c) and (d) are estimated from one regression. Figures (f) and (g) are estimated from
one regression. The dependent variable in each regression is mortality in year t + 1. The right hand side
variables include the triple interaction stated in the sub-figure heading, all of the lower order interaction terms,
urbanization, urbanization x the famine indicator, urbanization x the rural share of ethnic Ukrainians x the
famine indicator, predicted grain, predicted grain x the famine indicator, predicted grain x the rural share of
ethnic Ukrainians x the famine indicator, year FE, and province FE. 1922 is the omitted reference year. Standard
errors are robust to heteroskedasticity. Source: See Appendix C.

Figure 5: Excess Mortality 1933 at the border between Ukraine and Russia
(a) Excess mortality 1933

(b) Residual excess mortality 1933 after controlling for
urbanization and rural share of ethnic Ukrainians

Notes: Excess mortality 1933 is mortality in 1933 minus mortality in 1928. Distance to the border is measured
in kilometers. Source: See Appendix C.
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Appendix
A

Predicted Grain

To estimate grain production function we regress 1901–1915 log grain on log province area,
log FAO GAEZ grain suitability index, their interaction, temperature and precipitation figures for four seasons, their pairwise interactions and square terms (without a constant). The
seasons are: fall (October, November, and December of the previous calendar year), winter
(January, February, March), spring (April, May, June), summer (July, August, September).
Appendix Table A.2 shows the estimated grain production function. We then use this production function to predict grain harvest from 1922 to 1940. The predicted grain and actual
grain are closely correlated; the two exceptions are Karelia and Eastern Siberia provinces,
both are likely a result of errors in our matching procedure. In-sample R-squared is 0.90;
out-of-sample R-squared is 0.77 (Appendix Figure A.3). This is consistent with the lack of
major technological changes in the Soviet agriculture before the 1930s argued by historians
(Allen, 2003).

B

Other Ethnicities

In Appendix Table A.6, we estimate the heterogeneous treatment effects with the rural share
of Belorussians and Kazakhs as explanatory variables. The estimates for Kazakhs typically
have the same sign as for Ukrainians, but are usually imprecise. The investigation of Belorussians show that the drivers of mortality for this groups is likely to be quite different from that
for Ukrainian. The triple interaction with grain productivity in 1928 is negative and statistically significant. The presence of urban communists increased mortality for Belorussians.
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Table A.1: Main Ethnic Groups in the Soviet Union
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Table A.2: Grain Production Function
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Table A.3: The Correlation Between Mortality, Grain Production, and Procurement
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Table A.4: Heterogeneous Effects on Rural Horse Power, Controlling for the Lagged
Number of Work Horses
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Table A.5: Baseline Estimates with District-Level Data (Analogous to Table 1)
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Table A.6: Heterogeneous Effects of Other Ethnic Groups on Mortality

Table A.7: Robustness Checks for Table 1
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Figure A.1: Rural Ethnic Composition 1926
(a) Russians

(b) Ukrainians

(c) Belorussians

(d) Jews

(e) Germans

(f) Poles
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(g) Kazakhs
Notes: The share of (a) ethnic Russians, (b) Ukrainians, (c) Belorussians, (d) Jews, (e) Germans, (f) Poles, or (g)
Kazakhs in the rural population. Notice that the scale changes from figures (a)–(b) to figures (c)–(g). Source:
The 1926 Population Census, see Appendix C.

Figure A.2: Grain Production and Procurement per Capita in the Soviet Union

Source: See Data Appendix, Section C.4
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Figure A.3: Reported and Predicted Grain
(b) Out-of-Sample Fit, R2 = 0.77

(a) In-Sample Fit, R2 = 0.90

Notes: The figures show logs of reported and predicted grain with a 45-degree line; (a) for 1901–1915, a sample
on which grain production function is estimated (in-sample fit), and (b) for 1922–1940 (out-of-sample fit); see
Appendix section A for details., Appendix C shows the exact source of every variable.
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Figure A.4: Seasonal Temperature and Precipitation
(a) Fall Temperature

(b) Fall Precipitation

(c) Winter Temperature

(d) Winter Precipitation

(e) Spring Temperature

(f) Spring Precipitation
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(g) Summer Temperature

(h) Summer Precipitation

Notes: Regression coefficients with their 95% confidence intervals from regressing each season’s temperature
(precipitation) on year indicators and province fixed effects. The 1922 year indicator is omitted for comparison. Temperature is measured in degrees Celsius. Precipitation is measured in millimeters. Fall is October,
November, December; Winter is January, February, March; Spring is April, May, June; Summer is July, August, September. Standard errors are robust for heteroskedasticity. Each set of coefficients is from a separate
regression. Source: Matsuura and Willmott (2014), see Appendix C.
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C

Data Appendix (Not for Publication)

C.1

Province-level data

Province-level panel dataset spans the years of 1922 to 1940 and covers 19 provinces of
the republics of Belarus, Russia, and Ukraine. These provinces correspond to the 1934 administrative division. Belarus and Ukraine are a single province each. Our dataset covers
84% of the 1926 population of the Soviet Union and 88% of the 1928 grain production.
Omitted are the territories for which no reliable mortality data are available: Far Eastern
Province, Yakut Autonomous SSR, and the North Caucasus ethnic territories: Chechen Autonomous Province, Cherkess Autonomous Province, Dagestan Autonomous SSR, Ingush
Autonomous Province, Kabardino-Balkarian Autonomous Province, Karachay Autonomous
Province, North Ossetian Autonomous Province. Figure 1a shows our provinces on the map
(omitted territories are in white).
Total and urban population
• 1897: the 1897 Population Census from Demoscope.ru.
• 1898–1903: is interpolated between 1897 and 1904.
• 1904–1913: Yezhegodnik Rossii 1904–1916.
• 1920: Tsentralnoye Statisticheskoye Upravleniye [Central Statistical Office] (1926)
“Statisticheskiy yezhegodnik 1924 god (Vypusk pervyy) [Statistical Yearbook 1924
(First Issue)]”, Volume VIII, Issue 7 of Trudy Tsentralnogo Statisticheskogo Upravleniya
[Proceedings of the Central Statistical Office], Part I, Table 1.B.
• 1922: total population is interpolated between 1920 and 1923; urban population is
interpolated between 1920 and 1925.
• 1923: total population is calculated using the total number of deaths and deaths per
10,000 from Tsentralnoye Statisticheskoye Upravleniye [Central Statistical Office] (1926)
“Statisticheskiy yezhegodnik 1924 god (Vypusk pervyy) [Statistical Yearbook 1924
(First Issue)]”, Volume VIII, Issue 7 of Trudy Tsentralnogo Statisticheskogo Upravleniya
[Proceedings of the Central Statistical Office], Part I, Table 5; urban population is interpolated between 1920 and 1925.
• 1924: total population is calculated using the total number of deaths and deaths per
10,000 from Tsentralnoye Statisticheskoye Upravleniye [Central Statistical Office] (1926)
“Statisticheskiy yezhegodnik 1924 god (Vypusk pervyy) [Statistical Yearbook 1924
(First Issue)]”, Volume VIII, Issue 7 of Trudy Tsentralnogo Statisticheskogo Upravleniya
[Proceedings of the Central Statistical Office], Part I, Table 8; urban population is interpolated between 1920 and 1925.
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• 1925: Tsentralnoye Statisticheskoye Upravleniye [Central Statistical Office] (1926)
“Statisticheskiy yezhegodnik 1924 god (Vypusk pervyy) [Statistical Yearbook 1924
(First Issue)]”, Volume VIII, Issue 7 of Trudy Tsentralnogo Statisticheskogo Upravleniya
[Proceedings of the Central Statistical Office], Part I, Table 1.B.
• 1926: is interpolated between 1925 and 1927.
• 1927: December 1926 Population Census.
• 1928–1932: is interpolated between 1927 and 1933.
• 1933: RGAE 1562/329/19 p. 1–12.
• 1934–1936: is interpolated between 1933 and 1937.
• 1937: the 1937 Population Census from Zhiromskaya, V.B. and Kiselev, I.N. and
Polyakov, Yu.A. (1996) “Polveka pod grifom “sekretno”: Vsesoyuznaya perepis naseleniya 1937 goda [Classified for half a century: All-Union population census of 1937]”,
Moscow: Nauka.
• 1938: is interpolated between 1937 and 1939.
• 1939: the 1939 Population Census corrected for the centralized additions (pripiski)
from Demoscope.ru.
• 1940: used 1939 value.
• 1946: RGAE 1562/20/626.
• 1947: RGAE 1562/20/684.
• 1948: RGAE 1562/329/3802.
• 1949–1950: RGAE 1562/329/4464, 4465.
• 1951–1958: is interpolated between 1950 and 1959.
• 1959: the 1959 Population Census from Demoscope.ru.
• 1960: is interpolated between 1959 and 1961.
• 1961–1966: Narodnoye khozyaystvo RSFSR, Narodnoye khozyaystvo SSSR 1960, 1961,
1962, 1963, 1964, 1965.
• 1967: is interpolated between 1966 and 1968.
• 1968: Narodnoye khozyaystvo RSFSR, Narodnoye khozyaystvo SSSR 1967.
• 1969: is interpolated between 1968 and 1970.
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• 1970: the 1970 Population Census from Demoscope.ru.
• 1971–1976: Narodnoye khozyaystvo RSFSR, Narodnoye khozyaystvo SSSR 1970, 1971,
1972, 1973, 1974, 1975.
• 1977: is interpolated between 1976 and 1978.
• 1978: Narodnoye khozyaystvo RSFSR, Narodnoye khozyaystvo SSSR 1977.
• 1979: the 1979 Population Census from Demoscope.ru.
• 1980–1986: Narodnoye khozyaystvo RSFSR, Narodnoye khozyaystvo SSSR 1979, 1980,
1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985.
• 1987–1988: is interpolated between 1986 and 1989.
• 1989: the 1989 Population Census from Demoscope.ru.
• 1990: used 1989 value.
Except for 1933, we calculated population data in administrative borders corresponding to our
provinces using hand-created ArcGIS maps (each year is reported using a different administrative division). This procedure is legitimate because reported data are more disaggregated
than our provinces. 1933 is used as reported. 1900–1914 and 1946–1990 data are only used
for Figure 2a.
Deaths
• 1900–1914: Yezhegodnik Rossii 1904–1916.
• 1923: Tsentralnoye Statisticheskoye Upravleniye [Central Statistical Office] (1926)
“Statisticheskiy yezhegodnik 1924 god (Vypusk pervyy) [Statistical Yearbook 1924
(First Issue)]”, Volume VIII, Issue 7 of Trudy Tsentralnogo Statisticheskogo Upravleniya
[Proceedings of the Central Statistical Office], Part I, Table 5.
• 1924: Tsentralnoye Statisticheskoye Upravleniye [Central Statistical Office] (1926)
“Statisticheskiy yezhegodnik 1924 god (Vypusk pervyy) [Statistical Yearbook 1924
(First Issue)]”, Volume VIII, Issue 7 of Trudy Tsentralnogo Statisticheskogo Upravleniya
[Proceedings of the Central Statistical Office], Part I, Table 8.
• 1925: Tsentralnoye Statisticheskoye Upravleniye SSSR [Central Statistical Office of
the USSR] (1928) “Yestestvennoye dvizheniye naseleniya Soyuza SSR 1923–1925 [Natural movement of the population of the USSR]”, Volume I, Issue 1, Table 1.
• 1926: Yestestvennoye dvizheniye naseleniya Soyuza SSR v 1926 g, Izdaniye TsSU
SSSR (1929), Table 1
• 1927–1932: Belarus, Ukraine – RGAE 1562/329/256; Russia – Demoscope.ru.
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• 1933–1940: Demoscope.ru.
• 1946–1990: Demoscope.ru, Narodnoye khozyaystvo UkrSSR, Narodnoye khozyaystvo
BelSSR (1986 not reported, appears to be still classified, probably because of Chernobyl).
Except for 1933, we calculated deaths in administrative borders corresponding to our provinces
using hand-created ArcGIS maps (each year is reported using a different administrative division). This operation is legitimate because reported data are more disaggregated than our
provinces. 1933 used as reported. 1900–1914 and 1946–1990 data are only used for Figure
2a.
Mortality
Mortality is the total number of deaths divided by population (what demographers call crude
death rate).
Ethnic composition
Ethnic composition comes from the 1897 and the 1926 Population Censuses. The 1897 Census reports population by mother tongue. We use the share of people whose mother tongue
is Belorussian, German, Jewish (Yevreyskiy), Kazakh (Kyrgyz-Kaysatsky), Polish, Russian
(Velikorusskiy), and Ukrainian (Malorusskiy). The 1926 Census reports population by selfproclaimed ethnicity and by mother tongue, we use both. Data is calculated in our province
borders using hand-created district-level 1897 and 1926 maps.
Age structure
Region (okrug)-level population by 1-year age groups from the 1926 Population Census is
reported by Demoscope.ru. We calculated the share of people aged 10 and younger using
hand-created region (okrug)-level map. This procedure is legitimate because regions (okruga)
are smaller than our provinces.
Gender ratio
Male to female ratio is from the 1926 Population Census. We calculated it in our province
borders using hand-created district (volost)-level 1926 map. This procedure is legitimate
because districts (volosty) are smaller than our provinces.
Grain harvest, sown area, and yield
• 1901–1914: Obukhov V.M. (1927) “Dvizheniye urozhayev zernovykh kultur v Yevropeyskoy
Rossii v period 1883–1915 g.g. [Movement of grain crops in European Russia in the
period 1883–1915]” and Yezhegodnik Rossii 1904–1916.
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• 1922: Tsentralnoye Statisticheskoye Upravleniye [Central Statistical Office] (1924)
“Sbornik statisticheskikh svedeniy po Soyuzu SSR 1918–1923. Za pyat let raboty
Tsentralnogo Statisticheskogo Upravleniya [A collection of statistical information on
the USSR 1918–1923. Five years of work of the Central Statistical Office.]”, Volume
XVIII of Trudy Tsentralnogo Statisticheskogo Upravleniya [Proceedings of the Central
Statistical Office], Part VI, Tables 7 and 8.
• 1923: Tsentralnoye Statisticheskoye Upravleniye [Central Statistical Office] (1924)
“Statisticheskiy yezhegodnik 1922 i 1923 g. (Vypusk pervyy) [Statistical Yearbook
1922 and 1923 (First Issue)]”, Volume VIII, Issue 5 of Trudy Tsentralnogo Statisticheskogo Upravleniya [Proceedings of the Central Statistical Office], Part III, Tables 3
and 4.
• 1924: Tsentralnoye Statisticheskoye Upravleniye [Central Statistical Office] (1926)
“Statisticheskiy yezhegodnik 1924 god (Vypusk pervyy) [Statistical Yearbook 1924
(First Issue)]”, Volume VIII, Issue 7 of Trudy Tsentralnogo Statisticheskogo Upravleniya
[Proceedings of the Central Statistical Office], Part III, Tables 6 and 7.
• 1925–1927: Statisticheskoye izdatelstvo TsSU SSSR [Statistical Publishing House of
the Central Statistical Office of the USSR] (1929) “Selskoye khozyaystvo SSSR 1925–
1928. Sbornik statisticheskikh svedeniy k XVI Vsesoyuznoy partkonferentsii [Agriculture of the USSR 1925–1928. A collection of statistical information for the XVI AllUnion Party Congress]”, Part III.
• 1928: RGAE 1562/329/1409.
• 1929–1930: Gosudarstvennoye sotsialno-ekonomicheskoye izdatelstvo [State SocioEconomic Publishing House] (1932) “Narodnoye khozyaystvo SSSR. Statisticheskiy
spravochnik 1932 [The national economy of the USSR. Statistical Handbook 1932]”,
Part II.3.A, Tables 30 and 33.
• 1931: Gosudarstvennoye izdatelstvo kolkhoznoy i sovkhoznoy literatury “Selkhozgiz”
[State publishing house of collective and state farm literature “Selkhozgiz”] (1936)
“Selskoye khozyaystvo SSSR. Yezhegodnik 1935 [Agriculture of the USSR. Yearbook
1935]”, p. 269, Tables 106 and 107.
• 1932–1940: RGAE 1562/329/1409.
We use the 1901–1914 grain to estimate grain production function. We calculate grain data
in administrative borders corresponding to our provinces using hand-created ArcGIS maps
(each year is reported using a different administrative division). The years 1922, 1924–1927
are reported for larger units than our provinces. The data is calculated in our province borders
in proportion to the 1913 district (uezd) sown area.
Wheat, rye, and other grain 1928
Harvest decomposition by cultures is from RGAE 1562/329/1409.
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Procurement
• 1924: Tsentralnoye Konventsionnoye Byuro Khlebozagotoviteley [Central Conventional Bureau of Grain Procurers] (1928) “Yezhegodnik khlebnoy torgovli N1 [Yearbook of grain trade N 1]”, Table 6.
• 1925: Tsentralnoye Konventsionnoye Byuro Khlebozagotoviteley [Central Conventional Bureau of Grain Procurers] (1928) “Yezhegodnik khlebnoy torgovli N1 [Yearbook of grain trade N 1]”, Table 14.
• 1926: Tsentralnoye Konventsionnoye Byuro Khlebozagotoviteley [Central Conventional Bureau of Grain Procurers] (1928) “Yezhegodnik khlebnoy torgovli N1 [Yearbook of grain trade N 1]”, Table 22.
• 1927: Statisticheskoye izdatelstvo TsSU SSSR [Statistical Publishing House of the
Central Statistical Office of the USSR] (1929) “Selskoye khozyaystvo SSSR 1925–1928.
Sbornik statisticheskikh svedeniy k XVI Vsesoyuznoy partkonferentsii [Agriculture of
the USSR 1925–1928. A collection of statistical information for the XVI All-Union
Party Congress]”, Part V.
• 1928: calculated from the 1928 grain harvest and procurement as a share of harvest
from RGAE 4372/30/871 p. 30.
• 1929: Narodnyy Komissariat Snabzheniya SSSR [People’s Commissariat of Supply of
the USSR] (1932) “Yezhegodnik khlebooborota N4 [Yearbook of grain turnover N 4]”,
Tables 3 and 10.
• 1930: Narodnyy Komissariat Snabzheniya SSSR [People’s Commissariat of Supply of
the USSR] (1932) “Yezhegodnik khlebooborota N4 [Yearbook of grain turnover N 4]”,
Table 29 and Table 36
• 1931: Komitet po zagotovkam S.-Kh produktov pri SNK SSSR [Committee for Procurement of Agricultural Products under the Council of People’s Commissars of the
USSR] (1934) “Yezhegodnik khlebooborota za 1931-32, 1932-33 i predvaritelnyye
itogi zagotovok 1933 g. [Yearbook of grain turnover for 1931-32, 1932-33 and preliminary results of procurement in 1933]”, Table 21.
• 1932: Komitet po zagotovkam S.-Kh produktov pri SNK SSSR [Committee for Procurement of Agricultural Products under the Council of People’s Commissars of the
USSR] (1934) “Yezhegodnik khlebooborota za 1931-32, 1932-33 i predvaritelnyye
itogi zagotovok 1933 g. [Yearbook of grain turnover for 1931-32, 1932-33 and preliminary results of procurement in 1933]”, Table 33.
• 1933: Komitet po zagotovkam S.-Kh produktov pri SNK SSSR [Committee for Procurement of Agricultural Products under the Council of People’s Commissars of the
USSR] (1934) “Yezhegodnik khlebooborota za 1931-32, 1932-33 i predvaritelnyye
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itogi zagotovok 1933 g. [Yearbook of grain turnover for 1931-32, 1932-33 and preliminary results of procurement in 1933]”, Table 53.
We calculated 1925–1927 procurement data in administrative borders corresponding to our
provinces using hand-created ArcGIS maps (each year is reported using a different administrative division). This operation is legitimate because reported data are more disaggregated
than our provinces. 1928–1933 data is used as reported.
Collectivization
• 1927: Statizdat TSSU SSSR [Statistical publishing house of the Central Statistical
Office of the USSR] (1929) “Kollektivizatsiya Sovetskoy derevni. Predvaritelnyye itogi
sploshnykh obsledovaniy 1928 i 1929 gg. [Collectivization of the Soviet countryside.
Preliminary results of comprehensive surveys in 1928 and 1929]”, Table 10.
• 1928: RGAE 1562/82/271.
• 1929: Gosplan SSSR i RSFSR. Ekonomiko-statisticheskiy sektor [State Planning Committee of the USSR and the RSFSR. Economic and statistical sector] (1931) “Kolkhozy
v 1929 g. Itogi sploshnogo obsledovaniya kolkhozov [Collective farms in 1929. Results
of a comprehensivy survey of collective farms]”.
• 1930: Gosplan SSSR. Upravleniye Narodnokhozyaystvennogo Ucheta [State Planning Committee of the USSR. Department of National Economic Accounting] (1931)
“Kolkhozy v 1930 g. Itogi raportov kolkhozov k XVI s’yezdu VKP(b) [Collective farms
in 1930. Resume of the collective farms’ reports to the XVI Congress of the CPSU(b)]”.
• 1931: Izd. Kolkhoztsentra SSSR i RSFSR [Publishing House of the Collective Farm
Center of the USSR and the RSFSR] (1931) “Kolkhoznoye stroitelstvo v SSSR [Collective farms building in the USSR]”, p. 15 and Davies and Wheatcroft (2004), Table
27.
• 1932: RGAE 1562/82/271.
• 1933: “Plan. Zhurnal Gosplana i TsUNKhU SSSR [Plan. Journal of the State Planning Committee and TsUNKhU USSR]”, 2-1933.
• 1934–1936: RGAE 1562/82/271.
• 1937: interpolated between 1936 and 1938.
• 1938: Gosplanizdat (1939) “Selskoye khozyaystvo Soyuza SSR 1939 (Staticticheskiy
spravochnik) [Agriculture of the USSR 1939 (Statistical handbook)]”, Part IV.
Collectivization is the share of rural households in collective farms.
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Bolshevik votes 1917
Bolshevik vote share is from Protasov et al. (2014). Data is calculated in our province borders
using district (uezd)-level 1917 map from Castañeda Dower and Markevich (2020).
Urban and Rural Communists
Urban and rural communists is the average number of Communist Party members and candidates over 1922, 1927, and 1931.
• 1922: Izdatelskoye otdeleniye TsK RKP [Publishing Department of the Central Committee of the RCP] (1922) “Vserosssiyskaya perepis chlenov RKP 1922 goda [AllRussian census of the members of the RCP in 1922]”, Issue 3, Table 6.
• 1927: Statisticheskiy otdel TsK VKP(b) [Statistical Department of the Central Committee of the CPSU(b)] (1927) “Vsesoyuznaya partiynaya perepis 1927 goda. Chislennyy sostav VKP(b) na 10 yanvarya 1927 g. [All-Union Party Census of 1927. The
composition of the CPSU(b) on January 10, 1927]”, Issue 1.
• 1931: Tsentralnyy Komitet VKP(b). Organizatsionno-instruktorskiy otdel [Central
Committee of the CPSU(b). Organizational and instructor department] (1932) “Sostav
VKP(b) v tsifrakh. Dinamika osnovnykh pokazateley rosta parti za 1930 i pervoye
polugodiye 1931 g. [Composition of the CPSU(b) in numbers. Dynamics of the main
indicators of the growth of the party for 1930 and the first half of 1931]”
We calculated 1922 and 1927 data in administrative borders corresponding to our provinces
using hand-created ArcGIS maps (each year is reported using a different administrative division). This operation is legitimate because reported data are more disaggregated than our
provinces. 1931 data are used as reported.
Voting delegates 1930
We collected location and ethnicity of all 1930 Party Congress delegates that served as
province-, district-, city-, or borough-level Party secretary from Rossiyskiy Gosudarstvennyy Arkhiv Sotsial’no-Politicheskoy Istorii (Russian State Archive of Socio-Political History,
RGASPI), Fund 58, Register 1, Files 1–16.
Province Latitude and Longitude
The latitude and longitude of the province centroid, calculated using ArcGIS.
Tractors’ horse power
• 1927–1928: the number of collective farms’ tractors times 13 (the average tractor horse
power in 1929) from Vsesoyuznyy Sovet Kolkhozov [All-Union Council of Collective
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Farms] (1929) “Kolkhozy SSSR (Statisticheskiy spravochnik) [Collective farms of the
USSR (Statistical handbook)]
• 1929: horse power of tractors belonging to collective farms and to machine-tractor
stations from Gosplan SSSR i RSFSR. Ekonomiko-statisticheskiy sektor [State Planning Committee of the USSR and the RSFSR. Economic and statistical sector] (1931)
“Kolkhozy v 1929 g. Itogi sploshnogo obsledovaniya kolkhozov [Collective farms in
1929. Results of a comprehensivy survey of collective farms]”, Tables 1 and 2.
• 1930: horse power of tractors belonging to collective farms is from Gosplan SSSR. Upravleniye Narodnokhozyaystvennogo Ucheta [State Planning Committee of the USSR.
Department of National Economic Accounting] (1931) “Kolkhozy v 1930 g. Itogi raportov kolkhozov k XVI s’yezdu VKP(b) [Collective farms in 1930. Resume of the
collective farms’ reports to the XVI Congress of the CPSU(b)]”; horse power of tractors belonging to machine-tractor stations is from Tsentralnoye Upravleniye Narodnokhozyaystvennogo Ucheta Gosplana SSSR [The Central Statistical Administration
of Gosplan] (1935) “Sotsialisticheskoye stroitelstvo SSSR (Statisticheskiy yezhegodnik), 1935 g. [Socialist construction of the USSR (Statistical Yearbook), 1935]”, Part
II.6, Table 3.
• 1931–1934: Tsentralnoye Upravleniye Narodnokhozyaystvennogo Ucheta Gosplana
SSSR [The Central Statistical Administration of Gosplan] (1935) “Sotsialisticheskoye
stroitelstvo SSSR (Statisticheskiy yezhegodnik), 1935 g. [Socialist construction of the
USSR (Statistical Yearbook), 1935]”, Part II.6, Table 3.
• 1935–1936: RGAE 1562/79/275 p. 26–30.
• 1937: RGAE 1562/81/276a.
• 1937: RGAE 1562/81/269.
• 1937: RGAE 1562/83/222.
In 1929–1930, 87% of tractors belonged to collective farms. In 1931 a shift occurred – the
majority of tractors moved to machine-tractor stations (MTS) that served collective farms
but formally were a state property. Therefore, we use collective farms’ and machine-tractor
stations’ tractors in 1927–1930, and use tractors belonging to machine-tractors stations from
1931 onward. We calculated tractors data in administrative borders corresponding to our
provinces using hand-created ArcGIS maps (each year is reported using a different administrative division). This operation is legitimate because reported data are more disaggregated
than our provinces.
Grain suitability
Each province’s average FAO GAEZ wheat suitability index for rain-fed low-input agriculture.
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Weather
Land surface temperature and precipitation are from Matsuura and Willmott (2014). For each
province, we calculated the province’s average monthly temperature and precipitation using
ArcGIS.

C.2

District-level data

District-level dataset spans two years, 1928 and 1933, and covers some 3,500 districts of the
republics of Belarus, Russia, and Ukraine. These districts correspond to the 1934 administrative division. Omitted are territories for which no reliable 1933 mortality data are available.
Figure 1b shows our districts on the map (omitted territories are in white).
Mortality
• 1928: GARF 374/23/7, 13, 31–32, 67, 72–91, 132, 158.
• 1933: RGAE 1562/329/18–19.
Ethnic composition
Ethnic composition comes from the 1926 Population Censuses. This census reports population by self-proclaimed ethnicity and by mother tongue, we use both. Data is calculated in
our district borders using hand-created district (volost)-level 1926 map.
Urbanization
• 1928: used value from December 1926 Population Census. This census reports district (volost)-level rural population and, separately, the population of each urban settlement. To calculate rural and urban population in 1934 administrative borders, we
hand-created district (volost)-level 1926 map and located all urban settlements on the
map.
• 1933: RGAE 1562/329/18–19.
Distance to a railroad
Distance from each district’s administrative center to the nearest railroad station is from Tsentralnyy Ispolnitelnyy Komitet Soyuza SSR, Vserossiyskiy Tsentralnyy Ispolnitelnyy Komitet
[Central Executive Committee of the USSR, All-Russian Central Executive Committee] (1931)
“Administrativno-territorial’noye deleniye Soyuza SSR. Rayony i goroda SSSR [Administrativeterritorial division of the USSR. Districts and cities of the USSR]”. 1931 districts are matched
to 1934 districts by name.
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Distance to a city with at least 20,000 inhabitants
We located cities with at least 20,000 inhabitants according to the 1926 Census on the map,
and calculated distance from each district centroid to the nearest of these cities.
Grain suitability
District’s average FAO GAEZ wheat suitability index for rain-fed low-input agriculture.
Gender ratio
Gender ratio is a ratio of males to females according to the 1926 Population Census. To
calculate data in 1934 administrative borders, we hand-created district (volost)-level 1926
map.
District Latitude and Longitude
The latitude and longitude of the district centroid, calculated using ArcGIS.

C.3

Data on the 1892 famine

For the placebo we use data from 50 European provinces of the Russian Empire.
Population
• 1885–1896: kindly shared by Volha Charnysh from an ongoing project (Charnysh and
McElroy, 2020).
• 1897: census.
• 1898: interpolated between 1897 and 1899.
• 1899–1914: Yezhegodnik Rossii 1904–1916.
Deaths
• 1885–1896: kindly shared by Volha Charnysh from an ongoing project (Charnysh and
McElroy, 2020).
• 1899–1914: Yezhegodnik Rossii 1904–1916.
Ethnic composition
1897 Population Census.
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Grain, sown area, yield
Obukhov V.M. (1927) “Dvizheniye urozhayev zernovykh kultur v Yevropeyskoy Rossii v period 1883–1915 g.g. [Movement of grain crops in European Russia in the period 1883–
1915]”.

C.4

Sources of Figure A.2

Total Grain Production
• 1916–1917, 1920–1922: Tsentralnoye Statisticheskoye Upravleniye [Central Statistical Office] (1924) “Sbornik statisticheskikh svedeniy po Soyuzu SSR 1918–1923. Za
pyat let raboty Tsentralnogo Statisticheskogo Upravleniya [A collection of statistical
information on the USSR 1918–1923. Five years of work of the Central Statistical
Office.]”, Volume XVIII of Trudy Tsentralnogo Statisticheskogo Upravleniya [Proceedings of the Central Statistical Office].
• 1923: Tsentralnoye Statisticheskoye Upravleniye [Central Statistical Office] (1924)
“Statisticheskiy yezhegodnik 1922 i 1923 g. (Vypusk pervyy) [Statistical Yearbook
1922 and 1923 (First Issue)]”, Volume VIII, Issue 5 of Trudy Tsentralnogo Statisticheskogo Upravleniya [Proceedings of the Central Statistical Office].
• 1924–1927: Tsentralnoye Konventsionnoye Byuro Khlebozagotoviteley [Central Conventional Bureau of Grain Procurers] (1928) “Yezhegodnik khlebnoy torgovli N1 [Yearbook of grain trade N 1]”.
• 1928: RGAE 1562/329/1409.
• 1929–1931: Gosudarstvennoye izdatelstvo kolkhoznoy i sovkhoznoy literatury “Selkhozgiz” [State publishing house of collective and state farm literature “Selkhozgiz”] (1936)
“Selskoye khozyaystvo SSSR. Yezhegodnik 1935 [Agriculture of the USSR. Yearbook
1935]”.
• 1932–1940: RGAE 1562/329/1409; 1940 figure excludes western regions occupied by
the Soviet Union in 1939.
Total Grain Procurement
RGAE 8040/8/360.
Total Population
• 1916: used 1914 figure from Tsentralnoye Statisticheskoye Upravleniye [Central Statistical Office] (1921) “Statisticheskiy yezhegodnik 1918–1920 gg. (Vypusk pervyy)
[Statistical Yearbook 1918–1920 (First Issue)]”, Volume VIII, Issue 1 of Trudy Tsentralnogo Statisticheskogo Upravleniya [Proceedings of the Central Statistical Office].
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• 1920: Tsentralnoye Statisticheskoye Upravleniye [Central Statistical Office] (1921)
“Statisticheskiy yezhegodnik 1918–1920 gg. (Vypusk pervyy) [Statistical Yearbook
1918–1920 (First Issue)]”, Volume VIII, Issue 1 of Trudy Tsentralnogo Statisticheskogo Upravleniya [Proceedings of the Central Statistical Office].
• 1921–1922: interpolated between 1920 and 1923.
• 1923: Tsentralnoye Statisticheskoye Upravleniye [Central Statistical Office] (1924)
“Sbornik statisticheskikh svedeniy po Soyuzu SSR 1918–1923. Za pyat let raboty
Tsentralnogo Statisticheskogo Upravleniya [A collection of statistical information on
the USSR 1918–1923. Five years of work of the Central Statistical Office.]”, Volume
XVIII of Trudy Tsentralnogo Statisticheskogo Upravleniya [Proceedings of the Central
Statistical Office].
• 1924: interpolated between 1923 and 1925.
• 1925: Tsentralnoye Statisticheskoye Upravleniye [Central Statistical Office] (1926)
“Statisticheskiy yezhegodnik 1924 god (Vypusk pervyy) [Statistical Yearbook 1924
(First Issue)]”, Volume VIII, Issue 7 of Trudy Tsentralnogo Statisticheskogo Upravleniya
[Proceedings of the Central Statistical Office].
• 1926: interpolated between 1925 and 1927.
• 1927: December 1926 Population Census.
• 1928–1933: RGAE 4372/30/107.
• 1934–1936: interpolated between 1933 and 1937.
• 1937: the 1937 Populaiton Census from Zhiromskaya, V.B. and Kiselev, I.N. and
Polyakov, Yu.A. (1996) “Polveka pod grifom “sekretno”: Vsesoyuznaya perepis naseleniya 1937 goda [Classified for half a century: All-Union population census of 1937]”,
Moscow: Nauka.
• 1938: interpolated between 1937 and 1939.
• 1939: the 1939 Populaiton Census corrected for the centralized additions (pripiski)
from Demoscope.ru.
• 1940: used 1939 value.
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